Please read the following before your appointment:

**DO NOT BOOK** an appointment if you **feel unwell** or if you have answered **YES** to any of the questions below:

1. **Do you have any new or worsening symptoms?**


- a new or worsening cough
- sneezing and runny nose
- a fever
- temporary loss of smell or altered sense of taste
- sore throat
- shortness of breath
- fatigue/feeling of tiredness.

2. **Have you tested positive in the last 7 days for COVID-19 infection (swab or saliva)**

3. **Have you had a “Household Contact” (as defined by the Ministry of Health [MOH]) in the last 7 days with someone who has COVID-19 infection?** Click on the following link for more information: [https://covid19.govt.nz/testing-and-tracing/contact-tracing/household-contacts/](https://covid19.govt.nz/testing-and-tracing/contact-tracing/household-contacts/)

**PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING DUE TO COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS:**

- Only one support person is permitted in the Clinic, accompanying the Patient.
- **It is mandatory to wear mask in the Clinic.**
- If you have a **mask exception** please let reception know- (you will would need to present a mask exemption pass)
- For cash payments we advise you to bring the exact amount, we do not offer change.

**Parking:**

The Clinic address is below, there is parking available in the basement of the building and the access is through **8 Boyle Crescent, Grafton, Auckland**. You must drive up to the barrier arm and speak into the intercom and the main reception will let you in. Please click on the following link if you are not sure where to go [https://goo.gl/maps/DiqNCJh8KzAPc32H9](https://goo.gl/maps/DiqNCJh8KzAPc32H9)

**Fee for service:**

This is a fee for service and there will be a charge at the end of your consult

Click on the following link for further pricing [https://www.optometryclinics.auckland.ac.nz/pricing/](https://www.optometryclinics.auckland.ac.nz/pricing/)

**Consult:**

As your eye examination will be performed by a Bachelor of Optometry student under the supervision of a NZ-registered optometrist, your consult can take up to 90 minutes in duration.

*You can schedule an appointment by calling (09) 9239909 or email graftonclinic@auckland.ac.nz please put in your date of birth and full name into your email so we can identify you on our system.*